
RPA @ Acerta Payroll Services 



our company 

in a nutshell
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We support you at every growth stage of  your 

company

You further 

shape your HR 

policy

Your 

company 

grows

You are an 

employer

You are self-

employed
You start

You can start in a 

jiffy: 

The enterprise 

office takes care of 

all the formalities 

for you.

Your social 

contributions 

are always in 

order and up to 

date.

The support you 

enjoy is tailored to 

your personnel's 

payroll administrative 

requirements.

You can count on 

specialized advice 

for all your 

HR affairs.

We, as a strongly integrated 

and all-round HR group, are 

always at your service.

Payroll services

Acerta Consult services

Enterprise Office
Social Insurance 

Fund 

Child benefit fund

Legal advice

your speaker: Jurgen Claes, manager business transition



The RPA Roadmap

@ Acerta Payroll 

Services

➢ How it started?

➢ Building a 

success story

➢ Obstacles



How it started



How it started…
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The sky is the limit?

Which operational, repetitive, time-consuming tasks can a robot run to 

lighten workload among Acerta Payroll Services employees?

Criteria:

✓ Repetitive tasks that are now performed manually

✓ The tasks are based on a specific logic (rule-based)

✓ The input is digitally readable and fits into certain structures

✓ The process is mapped out (and standardized + optimized)

✓ The process has a 'minimal exception rate'

✓ Sufficient scale: large quantity and/or sufficient periodicity (after all, 

adjusting a robot also costs time and test work) → business case!

✓ Sufficient future perspective for the process in its current form

Inventory of operational processes

within the domain of Payroll Services

The sky is not the limit. Your mind is! (Marilyn Monroe)



Building a

success story



Building a success story

What do you do if you believe in something, but 

you don't have enough resources / funding?

start small!

case’‘the



The success case

Data capture
(external website)

Input of employee 
data (internal tools)

Feedback to the
customer

start small

Scope: 4000 queries per month.

The results of the queries are stored in 

excel files.

Business value (yearly): 

300 man-days

Development cost for the first demo: 

5 man-days

1st success case!

Show wat you have realized

Explain the possibilities



Building a roadmap

Make an inventory

of the processes you 

wish to automate

1

Create business 

cases: calculate the 

business benefit and 

the development cost

2

Build a roadmap 

based on the right 

puzzle pieces and with 

the right priorities

3

Sell the roadmap:

work out alternatives 

and let your 

management decide

4

Use the right tool to support the process



Building a roadmap

Make an inventory

of the processes you 

wish to automate

1

• Search broadly for opportunities

• Discuss with the people who are running the processes today

• Request information that is relevant in this phase 

(we don’t need all the details yet!)

✓ Feasibility: assess the RPA criteria

✓ Business benefit:

❑ How often do we execute the task?

❑ How much time does one task take?

✓ Development cost:

❑ How many and which tools do we use?

❑ Which process steps do we execute?

❑ Are there many exception flows?

❑ Is the process documentation available?



Building a roadmap

Make an inventory

of the processes you 

wish to automate

1

Create business 

cases: calculate the 

business benefit and 

the development cost

2

Business benefit Development cost



Building a roadmap

Make an inventory

of the processes you 

wish to automate

1

Create business 

cases: calculate the 

business benefit and 

the development cost

2

Build a roadmap 

based on the right 

puzzle pieces and with 

the right priorities

3

You need to make 

choices!

This sometimes means 

that you have to drop an 

initially great idea.



Building a roadmap

Make an inventory

of the processes you 

wish to automate

1

Create business 

cases: calculate the 

business benefit and 

the development cost

2

Build a roadmap 

based on the right 

puzzle pieces and with 

the right priorities

3

Sell the roadmap:

work out alternatives 

and let your 

management decide
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High Speed

Antwerp→ Amsterdam  (€€€ in 01h12)

InterCity

Antwerp → Rotterdam→ Amsterdam  (€€ in 02h18)

Local Train

Antwerp → Roosendaal→ Rotterdam → Amsterdam  (€ in 03h24)

Connection not guaranteed



GO!



Time for action!

The team

RPA competence centre

RPA 

developers
Business 

analyst

RPA user group

Business 

owner

+ RPA Sponsor



Time for action!

Analysis Development Testing Documentation Rollout

Business analyst

Process Definition

Document …

… in collaboration

with business 

(subject matter) 

experts

… validated by the

user group

Developer

Development 

(UI Path)

Iterative process (in 

frequent 

consultation with

business analyst)

Intermediate demos

to business

Developer

System tests &

Primary functional

tests

Business analyst

Functional tests &

user acceptance

tests in 

collaboration with

business experts

Developer

Solution Description

Document

Business analyst

Process

documentation

User Guidelines

Business analyst

Embedding of the

new process

(collaboration with

user group)

Process monitoring

The approach



Obstacles



Obstacles @ the start

‘Let's stay under the radar, or it will sound 

threatening...’

‘As soon as the robot brings my coffee, 

I’m a believer…’

‘We can't allow this because of 

our policies...’



Avoiding obstacles down the road

A user group is great, but to understand the

processes you need subject matter experts.

Agree on what you automate and … 

manage progressive insight.

Manage your funnel of opportunities and 

only focus on the golden cases.



Avoiding obstacles down the road

First of all: focus on reaching the promised 

business benefits.

Multitasking is a bad idea. 

Create and respect a realistic project plan.

Put enough effort in documentation

to avoid inertia.



Thank you.


